HOW TO REGISTER YOUR BIKE — INFORMATION YOU NEED

Frame Size:
Measure frame from the center bolt of the crank bolt to the top of the seat tube.

Manufacturer Name
is on the down tube in large letters. This bike is a FUJI.

Model Name
on top tube in smaller letters. This bike is Crossroads.

Frame Type
Men’s straight
Women’s curved

Speeds/gears is the number of chain rings on the front crank multiplied by the number of cogs on rear wheel. A 21-speed bike would have 3 front rings x 7 rear cogs (3x7=21)

Serial Numbers are usually located underneath the bike where the two pedal cranks meet. Simply turn your bike upside down and record the number and letters. Also check other yellow star locations on the bike.

Wheel size is located on the side of the tire:
700c (road bikes)
27” (road bike)
26x 2.25 (mountain)